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1 IntroductionIn this paper we consider nite simple undirected graphs G = (V (G); E(G)) and fordenitions not dened here we refer to [2].For a set S  V (G) we denote by N(S) the neighborhood of S, i.e. the set of allvertices of G which have a neighbor in S. If S = fxg, we simply write N(x) for N(fxg).For any subset M  V (G), we denote NM(S) = N(S) \M . If H is a subgraph of G, wewrite NH(S) for NV (H)(S). The induced subgraph on a set M  V (G) will be denotedby hMi.By diam(G) we denote the diameter of G, i.e. the largest distance of a pair of verticesx; y 2 V (G). A path with endvertices x; y will be referred sometimes to as an xy-path. Ifx; z are vertices at distance diam(G), then any shortest xz-path will be called a diameterpath of G.If H1; : : : ;Hk(k  1) are graphs, then a graph G is said to be H1; : : : ;Hk-free if Gcontains no copy of any of the graphs H1; : : : ;Hk as an induced subgraph; the graphsH1; : : : ;Hk will be also referred to in this context as forbidden subgraphs. Specically, thefour-vertex star K1;3 will be also denoted by C and called the claw and in this case wesay that G is claw-free. Whenever vertices of an induced claw are listed, its center, (i.e.its only vertex of degree 3) is always the rst vertex of the list. Further graphs that willbe considered as forbidden subgraphs are shown in Fig. 1.t tttHHHThe claw C t ttt  @@Z1 t tttt  @@Z2 tt tt t  @@The bull B tt tt tt   @@The wounded W t tt ttt   @@@The net NFigure 1There are many results dealing with hamiltonian properties in classes of graphs denedin terms of forbidden induced subgraphs (see e.g. [9], [7], [10], [3], [4]). Bedrossian [1](see also [8]) characterized all pairs X;Y of connected forbidden subgraphs implyinghamiltonicity.Theorem A [1]. Let X and Y be connected graphs with X; Y 6= P3, and let G be a2-connected graph that is not a cycle. Then, G being XY -free implies G is hamiltonianif and only if (up to symmetry) X = C and Y = P4; P5; P6; C3; Z1; Z2; B;N or W .The results on hamiltonicity in CPi-free, CZi-free and CN -free graphs were extendedto larger classes (by characterizing the classes of nonhamiltonian exceptions) in [5] and2





JJJJJ: : : : : :b3ai1 a21 a11 b1 b2 a12 a22 aj2Bi;jFigure 2However, as shown in [5], the closure method is not applicable in this class since thereare CBi;j-free graphs such that their closure [11] is not CBi;j-free.It is easy to see that there are CBi;j-free graphs of arbitrarily large diameter (a simpleexample can be obtained by taking d + 1 vertex-disjoint cliques K0;K1; : : : ;Kd and byadding all of the edges between consecutive cliques, namely fxyj x 2 Ki; y 2 Ki+1; i =0; 1; : : : ; d  1g).In the main result of this paper we show that, for any j  2, all 2-connected non-hamiltonian CB2;j-free graphs have small diameter.2 Main resultBefore we prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 2, we rst make some preliminaryobservations on shortest paths and their neighborhoods.Let G be a claw-free graph, let x; y 2 V (G) and let P : x = v0v1v2 : : : vk = y (k  3)be a shortest xy-path in G. Let z 2 V (G) n V (P ).1. If jNP (z)j = 1, then, since G is claw-free, z is adjacent to x or to y.2. If jNP (z)j  2 and fvi; vjg  NP (z), then, since P is a shortest path, ji  jj  2.3. By (1) and (2), jNP (z)j  3 for every vertex z 2 V (G) n V (P ). Moreover, if2  jNP (z)j  3, then the vertices of NP (z) are consecutive on P .This motivates the following notation:Ni := fz 2 V (G) n V (P )j NP (z) = fvi 1; vi; vi+1gg for 1  i  k   1,3
Mi := fz 2 V (G) n V (P )j NP (z) = fvi 1; vigg for 1  i  k,M0 := fz 2 V (G) n V (P )j NP (z) = fv0gg,Mk+1 := fz 2 V (G) n V (P )j NP (z) = fvkgg.Thus, by (1), (2) and (3), N(P ) [ V (P ) = (Ski=1Ni) [ (Sk+1i=0 Mi) [ V (P ).We further denote S = V (P ) [N(P ) and R = V (G) n S.Lemma 1. Let j  2, let G be a CB2;j-free graph of diameter at least maxf7; 2jg andlet P : v0v1v2 : : : vd be a diameter path in G. Then(i) hNii is complete for 1  i  d  1 and hMji is complete for 0  j  d + 1,(ii) Mi = ; for 3  i  d   2,(iii) hNi [Ni+1i is complete for 1  i  d   2,(iv) for every vertex z 2 R we have NP (z) = ; and NS(z)  M0 [M1 [M2 [Md 1 [Md [Md+1.Proof. (i) If some Ni or Mi is not complete, then some vj, j 2 fi  1; i; i+1g, is a centerof an induced claw, a contradiction.(ii) Suppose Mi 6= ; for some i, 3  i  d  2. Then, since d  2j, for any vertex x 2Mi we have hfvi 3; vi 2; vi 1; x; vi; vi+1; : : : ; vi+jgi ' B2;j or hfvi j 1; vi j; : : : ; vi 1; x; vi;vi+1; vi+2gi ' B2;j, a contradiction.(iii) Suppose xy =2 E(G) for some i with 1  i  d   2 and two vertices x 2 Ni, y 2Ni+1. Then hfvi 1; x; vi+1; y; vi+2; vi+3; : : : ; vi+2+jgi ' B2;j or hfvi+2; y; vi; x; vi 1; vi 2; : : : ;vi 1 jgi ' B2;j, a contradiction.(iv) By the denition of P and R, we have NP (z) = ; for every vertex z 2 R. SinceG is claw-free, we have also NNi(z) = ; for 1  i  d  1.We can now state the main result of the paper.Theorem 2. Let j  2 be an integer and let G be a 2-connected CB2;j-free graph ofdiameter d  maxf7; 2jg. Then G is hamiltonian.Remark. From [1] we know that every 2-connected CB1;1-free or CB2;1-free graph ishamiltonian. The graph in Fig. 3 indicates that there are 2-connected nonhamiltoniangraphs of diameter d = 6 that are CB2;j-free for any j  2. The example in Fig. 4 showsthat there are 2-connected nonhamiltonian graphs which are CB2;j-free and have diameterd = 2j   1 for any j  3. Hence the requirement d  maxf7; 2jg in Theorem 2 is sharp.Moreover, the example in Figure 5 indicates that there are 2-connected nonhamiltoniangraphs of arbitrary diameter d  3 which are CBi;j-free for any pair i; j such that i  3,j  i. Hence the requirement i = 2 in Theorem 2 is also best possible.4
It is easy to see that, in fact, each of the examples in Figures 3 { 5 yields an in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rst make the following observation concerning the structure of G "close" to theends of P . DenoteS0 = [2i=0(Ni [Mi [Mi [ fvig); R0 = V (G) n (S [ S0)5
and Sd = [di=d 2(Ni [Mi+1 [Mi+1 [ fvig); Rd = V (G) n (S [ Sd)(where we set N0 = Nd = ;). Then we have the following claims.Claim 1a. The subgraph hS0i satises one of the following:(i) NR0(S0) = ;, N2 6= ;, and for any x2 2 N2 there is a hamiltonian x2v2-path P0 inhS0i,(ii) NR0(S0) 6= ;, M1 =M2 =M2 = ;, and NS0(R0) M0 .Claim 1b. The subgraph hSdi satises one of the following:(i) NRd(Sd) = ;, Nd 2 6= ;, and for any xd 2 2 Nd 2 there is a hamiltonian xd 2vd 2-path Pd in hSdi,(ii) NRd(Sd) 6= ;, Md =Md 1 =Md 1 = ;, and NSd(Rd) Md+1.By symmetry, it is sucient to prove Claim 1a. We distinguish two cases.Case 1: M2 6= ;.We rst show that M0  M2 . If M0 = ;, then obviously M0 = ;  M2 . Hence we mayassume that M0 6= ;. Then hM0 [M2i is complete, since otherwise, for some two verticesx 2 M0, y 2 M2 such that xy =2 E(G) we have hfx; v0; v1; y; v2; v3; : : : ; v2+jgi ' B2;j, acontradiction (note that both hM0i and hM2i are complete by Lemma 1 (i)). Supposenow that yz =2 E(G) for two vertices y 2 M2, z 2 M0 . Then hfx; z; y; v0gi ' C for avertex x 2 M0, a contradiction. This implies that yz 2 E(G) for every y 2 M2, z 2 M0 .But then every vertex in M0 has a neighbor in M2, i.e. M0 M2 , as required.Next we show that M1  M2 . We may assume that M1 6= ;. Let z 2 M1 , i.e.xz 2 E(G) for some x 2M1, and suppose that zy =2 E(G) for some y 2M2. If xy =2 E(G),then hfz; x; v1; y; v2; v3; : : : ; v2+jgi ' B2;j, and if xy 2 E(G), then hfx; z; y; v0gi ' C.Hence zy 2 E(G), implyingM1 M2 .Thus, we conclude that (M0 [ M1 )  M2 . Now, if NR0(S0) 6= ;, then yz 2E(G) for some two vertices y 2 M2 and z 2 R0, but then, for a vertex x 2 M2,hfz; y; x; v1; v2; v3; : : : ; v2+jgi ' B2;j, a contradiction. Hence NR0(S0) = ;.There is also no edge from M2 to any of Mi, i  3, since Mi = ; for 3  i  d  2 byLemma 1(ii), and an edge fromM2 to any ofMd 1,Md,Md+1 yields a v0vd-path of lengthat most 6, contradicting the fact that P is a diameter path and d  7. Consequently,N2 [ fv2g is a cutset of G. Since G is 2-connected, N2 6= ;.Summarizing, we already know that hM0 [M2i is complete, (M0 [M1 )  M2 and,by Lemma 1(iii), hN1 [ N2i is complete. Moreover, it is easy to see that N(x) \M2 iscomplete or empty for all x 2 M2, and if M0 6= ;, then M0 = M2 (otherwise we havea claw with center in M2). But then it is straightforward to check that in each of the6
possible cases (according to whether M0, M1, N1 and M2 are empty or nonempty) thereis a hamiltonian x2v2-path in hS0i for any x2 2 N2. Thus, we are in situation (i) ofClaim 1a.Case 2: M2 = ;.We rst consider the subcase when M0 = M1 = ;. This immediately implies thatNR0(S0) = ; and, since G is 2-connected, N2 6= ;. Moreover, if M0 6= ;, then, since v0cannot be a cutvertex, there is an edge xy with x 2 M0 and y 2 M1 [ N1. In all thesecases, it is easy to nd a hamiltonian x2v2-path in hS0i for any x2 2 N2, i.e. we are againin situation (i) of Claim 1a.Hence we suppose thatM0 [M1 6= ;. Now, ifM1 6= ;, then for any vertex v 2M1 , anyshortest vvd-path through M1 has length d + 1 (note that there is no path vu1u2v3 : : : vdof length d with u1 2 M1 and u2 2 N2, since otherwise we have hfu1; v; v0; u2gi ' C,a contradiction). Since G has diameter d, there must be another vvd-path P 0 of lengthat most d. Let w be the successor of v on P 0. If w 2 Md 1 [ Md [ Md+1, then weget a v0vd-path of length at most 5; hence w 2 R0. But then, for a vertex x 2 M1,hfw; v; x; v0; v1; : : : ; v1+jgi ' B2;j, a contradiction. Hence M1 = ;, implyingM0 6= ;.Summarizing, we now have M2 = ;, M1 = ; and M0 6= ;. By the denition of R0and Mi (i = 0; 1; 2), there is no edge between R0 and M0 [M1 [M2, which implies thatNS0(R0) M0 (if nonempty). Thus, if NR0(S0) 6= ;, we are in situation (ii) of Claim 1a.Hence nally suppose that NR0(S0) = ;. Then N(M0 ) M0 [M0 [Md 1 [Md [Md+1.If NSd(M0 ) 6= ;, we obtain a v0vd-path of length ` < 7, a contradiction. Hence N(M0 ) M0 [M0, but then any vertex x 2M0 is at distance at least d+2 from vd, contradictingthe fact that P is a diameter path. Hence the claim follows. 2Suppose now that S0 satises (i) of Claim 1a and Sd satises (i) of Claim 1b. Then ev-ery fvig[Ni is a cutset ofG, and sinceG is 2-connected, Ni 6= ; for 3  i  d 3. Let Pi bea hamiltonian path in hNii, 3  i  d 3. Then x2P0v2P3P4 : : : Pd 3xd 2Pdvd 2vd 3 : : : v3x2is a hamiltonian cycle in G.By symmetry, it remains to consider the case when hS0i satises (ii) of Claim 1a. Letx 2 M0. If xy 2 E(G) for some y 2 N1, then hfz; x; y; v1; v2; v3; : : : ; v2+jgi ' B2;j for avertex z 2M0 , a contradiction. Hence NN1(M0) = ;. If N(x)\ (Md 1 [Md [Md+1) 6= ;,we get a v0vd-path of length at most d   1. Since Mi = ; for 2  i  d   2, there is noxvd-path in hSi of length at most d. Hence there is a shortest vdx-path P 0 of length `such that d  1  `  d and V (P 0) \R 6= ;. This immediately implies that NRd(Sd) 6= ;,i.e. hSdi satises (ii) of Claim 1b (specically, the successor of vd on P 0 is in Md+1).Let vd; vd+1; : : : ; vd+` = x be the vertices of P 0. If ` = d, denote by P 00 the pathvd+1vd+2 : : : v2dv0; otherwise set P 00 = P 0. It is apparent that P 00 is also a diameter path.7
Denote by !C the cycle (with an orientation) v0v1 : : : vdvd+1 : : : v2d(v0) (of length 2d+1 or2d, respectively). We show that !C has no chord.Since P , P 0 and P 00 are shortest paths, there is no chord xy with x; y 2 V (P ) orx; y 2 V (P 00). By Lemma 1(ii) (applied on P , P 0 and P 00), and since all the paths P ,P 0, P 00 satisfy (ii) of Claim 1a, 1b, the only possible chords in !C are the edges vd 1vd+1and xv1. But, if e.g. vd 1vd+1 2 E(G), then vd+1 2 Md, implying vd+2 2 Md , whichcontradicts Claim 1b (ii). Hence vd 1vd+1 =2 E(G) and, by symmetry, xv1 =2 E(G).Now we observe that, for any x 2 V (G)nV (!C), jN!C (x)j  3. Immediately jN!C (x)j  4,since G is claw-free and !C is chordless. If jN!C (x)j = 4, then x has neighbors on both Pand P 00. Since Mi = ; for 2  i  d   1 and no vertex in any Ni can have a neighboroutside S, the only possibility (up to a symmetry) is N!C (x) = fvd 2; vd 1; vd; vd+1g,but then hfvd+2; vd+1; x; vd 1; vd 2; : : : ; vd 2 jgi ' B2;j, a contradiction. Hence for everyx 2 V (G) n V (!C) with N!C (x) 6= ; we have jN!C (x)j  3 and, since !C is chordless and Gis claw-free, jN!C (x)j  2. We can thus dene analogously as before:NCi := fz 2 V (G) n V (!C)j zvi 1; zvi; zvi+1 2 E(G)g,MCi := fz 2 V (G) n V (!C)j zvi 1; zvi 2 E(G)gfor 1  i  jV (!C)j (indices are considered modulo jV (!C)j).By Lemma 1(ii) (applied on P , P 0 and P 00), and by Claim 1a, 1b(ii), we have Mi = ;for 2  i  d   1 and d + 2  i  2d   1 (and also i = 2d if x = v2d). But this andthe fact that !C has no chords implies, together with Lemma 1(iv), that, for t = dd2e,the path P 000 : vtvt+1 : : : vt+d is a shortest vtvt+d-path in G. Since P 000 has length d, P 000is a diameter path, implying that, by Lemma 1 (iv) (applied to P 000), Md = Md+1 = ;.By symmetry, we also have M2d 1 = M2d = M1 = ;. But then, by Lemma 1 (iv),V (G) = [jV (!C )ji=0 (fvig[Ni). Let Pi be a hamiltonian path in hNii, i = 0; : : : ; jV (!C)j. Thenv0P0v1P1 : : : v2d 1P2d 1v2d(P2dv0) is a hamiltonian cycle in G.References[1] Bedrossian, P.: Forbidden subgraph and minimum degree conditions for hamiltonic-ity. Thesis, Memphis State University, U.S.A., 1991[2] Bondy, J.A.; Murty, U.S.R.: Graph theory with applications. Macmillan, Londonand Elsevier, New York, 1976.[3] Broersma, H.J.; Veldman, H.J.: Restrictions on induced subgraphs ensuring hamil-tonicity or pancyclicity of K1;3-free graphs. Contemporary methods in Graph Theory(R. Bodendiek), BI-Wiss.-Verl., Mannheim-Wien-Zurich, 1990, 181-194.8
[4] Brousek, J.: Minimal 2-connected non-hamiltonian claw-free graphs. Discrete Math.(to appear).[5] Brousek, J., Favaron, O., Ryjacek, Z.: Forbidden subgraphs, hamiltonicity and clo-sure in claw-free graphs. Preprint No. 97, Univ. of West Bohemia, Pilsen, 1997 (sub-mitted).[6] Brousek, J., Ryjacek, Z., Schiermeyer, I.: Forbidden subgraphs, stability and hamil-tonicity. Preprint No. 98, Univ. of West Bohemia, Pilsen, 1997 (submitted).[7] Du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